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Ever walked into an office lobby, not knowing if you are in the right

place? Ever had to turn around, to check the name on the door? Well,

you are not alone, your customers face this dilemma too! Dimensional

letters on your reception area or lobby walls can solve this problem.

Plus, they bring a touch of grandeur to your reception area.

 

To check the Deal of the Month, scroll to the bottom of this newsletter.
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Jansen International:

Commissioned Saifee

Signs to wrap a 43 ft RV,

that will help provide

insurance assistance to

Hurricane Ike survivors. 

New Products
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2.



Signs go a long way in showing just

how much you really care about your

customers. Dimensional letters not

only exude a professional attitude for

your business, they let your customers

know they will be served right.

Here's the best part; Dimensional Letters / Plaques can

accommodate any design, budget and style preference. They can be

used indoors or outdoors. They come in a variety of materials, each

having its own advantages:

Formed Plastic: Economy & Durability

Acrylic: Unlimited Variety & Design Flexibility

Metal Laminated Acrylic: "Upscale" look of Metal at Low Cost

Metal: Look of Permanency and Sophistication

Let's get the facts right, non-lighted signs are those signs that are not

internally illuminated but can be illuminated using exterior lighting

methods. What are some of the advantages?

Unlimited customization - create letters & logos of any material,

shape, size or color

Durable under the harshest weather conditions

Fulfills temporary and permanent needs

If you want to amplify your product image, there's nothing better than

scaling it to fit an entire wall in vibrant colors and digital graphics. You

can do that with wall wraps. Want to know more?

3.

 New Customers



Wall Wraps are a superior alternative to wall paint for their ability

to display digital graphics, various textures and colors

It can be applied on an entire wall or on a small portion

to provide information or to enhance the ambiance.  Good

examples of Wall Graphics are seen in SUBWAY, LA

FITNESS, WAMU, ... 

It can be applied to an indoor or outdoor wall.  Bricks, concrete

structures or plain inteiror walls, we carry latest technology

materials from 3M and other manufacturers that stick to almost

any surface

It can be easily removed with little or no damage done to your

original wall.

Give your old wall a new life with a stylish wall wrap by Saifee Signs.

5829 W. Sam Houston Pkwy N., Suite 1009, Houston, TX 77041 (on

the feeder of the Beltway 8, close to 290)

cs1@saifeesigns.NET

www.SaifeeSigns.NET

Save 
$$$

Deal of the Month
 

Camouflage Wrap Deals: 
Get a CAMO WRAP from Saifee Signs to camouflage and protect your vehicle for the

hunting season. Our Camo Wraps are made to withstand the roughest terrain.

Full Camo Wraps for Trucks =

$2297

Full Camo Wraps for Jeeps =

$1952

Full Camo Wraps for SUVs =

$2697

Price includes printing & lamination and professional installation at our covered 60 ft

bay installation facility in Houston on Beltway 8 & 290.  Coverage includes all sides

and hood.



 

Saifee Signs offers 12 months installation warranty on all vehicle wrap products. 

Price does not include windows and bumpers.

 

Customized Interior / Exterior Wall Graphics:
For a limited time Saifee Signs is providing wall wraps for interior and exterior surfaces

at very reasonable prices.  Cost of graphics including full color printing and installation

at your Houston location is as follows:

 

50 - 100 Sq. FT = $12.97 per square feet
 

100 - 200 Sq. FT = $11.97 per square feet

200 - 300 Sq. FT = $10.97 per square feet

 

300+  Sq. FT = $9.97 per square feet

4 ft wide x 2 ft high promotional poster including printing and installation on 3M

Exterior Wall Wrapping material on bricks / concrete / stucco walls and columns in

Houston = $240.  Custom sizes and shapes are available.

Offer Expires: Nov 31, 2008.  Prices do not include any applicable taxes.
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